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Degrading America’s image

F

or more than seven decades,
civilized nations have adhered to minimum standards
of decent behavior toward
prisoners of war — agreed to in the
Geneva Conventions. They were respected by 12 U.S. presidents and
generations of military leaders because they reflected America’s principles and gave Americans some protection if they were captured in
wa rtime.
It took the Bush administration to
make the world doubt Washington’s
fidelity to the rules. And The Los
Angeles Times, reporting Monday
on a dispute over updating the U.S.
Army rulebook known as the Field
Manual, reminded us that there is
good reason to worry.
At issue is Directive 2310 on the
treatment and questioning of prisoners, an annex to the Field Manual. It
has long contained a reference to Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions,
which covers all prisoners, whether
they meet the common definition of
prisoners of war or are the sort of
prisoners the administration classifies as ‘‘unlawful enemy combatants,’’ like suspected members of
the Taliban or Al Qaeda.
Article 3 prohibits the use of torture and other overt acts of violence.
But Bush’s civilian lawyers removed
it from the military rulebook over
the objections of diplomats and mil-

itary lawyers. Bush has said he does
not condone torture, but he has also
said he would decide for himself
when to follow the ban on torture
imposed by Congress last year. Removing the Geneva Conventions
from army regulations gives the
world more cause for doubt.
Article 3 also prohibits ‘‘outrages
on personal dignity, in particular, humiliating and degrading treatment.’’
(Remember the hooded man, the pyramids of naked prisoners?) The Pentagon says the new rules require humane treatment, but that is not much
comfort, since the Bush team has
shown that it does not define humane
treatment the way most people do.
There are other aspects of Article 3
that this administration probably
finds inconvenient, like its requirement that governments holding prisoners subject them to actual courts
‘‘affording all the judicial guarantees
which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.’’ The hearings at Guantánamo Bay hardly meet
that description.
It defies belief that this administration is still clinging to its benighted
policies on prisoners after the horrors of Abu Ghraib, the killings at
American camps in Afghanistan and
the world’s fresh outrage over what
appears to have been the massacre of
Iraqi men, women and children in the
village of Haditha.

East Timor unfinished

T

he recent breakdown of civil
order in East Timor comes
as a heartbreaking postscript to what had been a
stirring saga of the 900,000 East
Timorese winning their freedom in
1999 from Indonesia’s brutal occupation. East Timor has since been held
up as a rare example of a United Nations success in nation-building. UN
peacekeepers were withdrawn too
soon, however, opening the way to
the destructive violence that has
once again driven thousands of East
Timorese out of their homes and into makeshift camps.
Several parties share responsibility for the errors that weakened the
structures of law and order in East
Timor. Timorese leaders bear some
of the blame for being too confident
about their readiness to replace the
UN transitional authority when they
declared formal independence in
2002. For their part, UN officials
were in too much of a hurry to reduce what started out as a force of
11,000 effective UN peacekeepers
and trained police officers and had
dwindled by this year to a tiny contingent of 400 political advisers.
The Australian government —
which had played a constructive role
in the earlier stages of the UN nation-building mission to East Timor
— deserves part of the blame for
pulling out before the job was completed. Australia had been involved
in a dispute with East Timor over
rights to undersea oil deposits and
Australian officials tended to regard
East Timorese complaints about

Australian behavior as ingratitude.
Since the Australian government of
Prime Minister John Howard has
been a steadfast supporter of President George W. Bush’s policies, including the war to overthrow Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq, the
Bush administration mistakenly
backed Australia’s stance in favor of
removing UN peacekeepers last year
from East Timor.
Today, with buildings burning in
the capital, Dili, warehouses looted,
and 2,200 Australian-led foreign
peacekeepers rushed back to East
Timor to restore order, the folly of
many parties’ impatience is clear to
see.
The UN agencies that helped bring
health care, education and electricity
to East Timor after 1999 performed
admirably. Many former fighters and
activists of the East Timorese independence movement, in particular
the current president, Xanana Gusmao, worked conscientiously to
build a new nation capable of sustaining itself. But in the light of the
sudden, violent unraveling of basic
security in East Timor, local leaders
as well as sympathetic foreigners
need to recognize that they underestimated how long it would take, and
how hard it would be, to build a selfsufficient nation on the charred
foundation that the Indonesians left
behind when they withdrew from
East Timor, resentfully, in 1999.
Nation-building can rarely be accomplished quickly, easily, or
cheaply.
— The Boston Globe

Bush’s diversion tactics

P

resident George W. Bush devoted his Saturday radio
speech to a cynical boost for a
constitutional
amendment
banning gay marriage. It was depressing in the extreme to hear the
chief executive trying to pretend, at
this moment in American history,
that this was a critical priority.
Bush’s central point was that the
United States was under siege from
‘‘activist judges’’ who are striking
down anti-gay-marriage laws that
conflict with their own state constitutions. That’s their job, just as it is the
job of state legislators to either fix the
laws or change their constitutions.
If there’s anything America should
have learned over the past five years,
it is that Bush and his supporters

have no problem with judicial decisions that endorse their political
positions. They trot out the ‘‘activist
judge’’ threat only when they’re worried about getting out their base on
Election Day.
The Republican leadership plans
to trot out one cultural hot button
after another in the coming weeks.
After gay marriage comes the push
for a constitutional ban on flag burning, a solution in search of a problem
if there ever was one.
All this effort to divert Americans’
attention to issues that divide and distract would be bad enough if America
were not facing real, disastrous problems at home and abroad. But then, if
that weren’t the case, Bush probably
wouldn’t feel moved to stoop so low.
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WASHINGTON mining everything in their path. It’s the equivalent of
s we prepare to celebrate World Ocean Day bulldozers flattening entire forests to catch songon Thursday, a conservation tragedy is un- birds and squirrels.
folding. With 70 percent of the world’s
Everything is caught in their nets, from ancient
coastal fish stocks overexploited and 90 per- corals and sponges to 200-year-old fish. In a single
cent of the biggest fish wiped out, we have turned to trawl, as much as five tons of marine life can be
the deep oceans in our increasingly relentless and scooped up to capture a relatively small number of
destructive pursuit of the dwindling supply of sea- high-value fish. The rest is thrown away.
food.
Over the past decade or so, we
The high seas beyond the 200have significantly damaged largely
mile exclusive zone of each coastal
unknown ecosystems; depleted nuThe high seas
nation represent Earth’s true last
merous species of fish, along with
frontier, a vast, unexplored and virmarine birds and mammals; and
have become a
tually lawless region that covers
doomed many others to extinction.
about 64 percent of the world’s
Ironically, hunter-gatherer societmarine version of
oceans. The same industrial fleets
ies harvested wildlife sustainably
the Wild West.
that have depleted and destroyed so
for thousands of years without demany continental shelf fisheries
stroying forests and plains that
are now churning through this
produced their prey. Today’s indigdeep ocean wilderness, pillaging the resources and enous peoples still do. The indiscriminately careless
despoiling everything in their path.
techniques used by today’s high-tech hunter-gatherEach day, fleets from a dozen or more nations ers are completely unsustainable — and that’s the
scour the deep oceans with scant regulation and tragedy. They are destroying the habitat that prolittle oversight. They target undersea mountain duces and replenishes the resource.
ranges, oceanic ridges, and plateaus that provide the
Beneath the waves, the high seas are out of sight
richest habitats for fish and other marine life.
and out of mind. We forget what is at stake, and we
Massive seabed trawls with names like ‘‘canyon seem not to care. We safeguard about 12 percent of
buster’’ are deployed, indicating the sheer scale in- the world’s most biologically important lands as navolved and the damage inflicted on the delicate un- tional parks, reserves, corridors, or other forms of
dersea habitat. The nets, sometimes mounted on protection, but less than 1 percent of the oceans.
heavy rollers, are dragged across the seabed, stripThe high seas have become a marine version of the

Wild West, lawless and ungoverned regions where
fishery freebooters plunder at will. Given the fragility of these environments, we do not have the luxury
of time, but we can act before it is too late.
The United Nations is studying how to protect the
deep oceans within the framework of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea. The Bush administration should support a moratorium on deep-ocean
bottom-trawling, a pivotal first step.
We need to establish marine protected areas and
ensure management improvements across the high
seas. We need to make certain that every activity, be
it fishing, scientific research, minerals exploration,
energy development, bio-prospecting or others, is
conducted in a sustainable manner now, and far into
the future.
My hope is that the next generation will look back
on ours and say two things. We realized what needed
to be done for marine conservation, and we made the
right moves and acted before it was too late. At stake
is preventing the extinction of countless species and
ecosystems that we are only just discovering, let
alone beginning to understand. The next few years
will be critical in deciding whether we deliver or
fail.
Sylvia Earle, former chief scientist at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, is executive
director of Conservation International’s Global Marine Division. This article first appeared in The Boston
Globe.
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Rising acidity threatens marine life

T

WASHINGTON
he problems of acid rain and
acid lakes, which came to public attention in the 1980s, have
been addressed to a considerable degree. Today we face a far more
profound challenge: increasingly acid
oceans.
It is little known outside of scientific
circles that a fundamental change has
already taken place in the chemistry of
the two thirds of the earth’s surface occupied by oceans. The change, of 0.1 of a
pH unit, sounds trivial when expressed
in the logarithmic scale that science
uses, but it translates to the upper layers
of the oceans already being 30 percent
more acid than in preindustrial times.
The change is being causes by increased atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases, in particular carbon dioxide. In addition to forcing climate
change, more carbon dioxide combines
with water and produces carbonic acid.
The consequences for marine ecosystems are only beginning to be understood but are bound to be far-reaching.
Ocean acidification will affect the tens
of thousands of species that build skeletons of calcium carbonate, including
mollusks, corals and many other organisms known only to specialists that play
important roles in marine ecosystems.
Coral reefs are icons of the sea. In
many ways they are the most spectacular of marine ecosystems, and are of
considerable importance to the nations
that have them. They are already under
serious stress: In addition to the effects
of silt from deforestation and other human factors, they are suffering from elevated water temperatures, triggered
by global warming, that cause the coral
organisms to evict their symbiotic
algal partners. Now they must also
cope with increasing acidity.

Tom Ondway/Jean-Michel Cousteau Productions via AP

One reason there are not higher
levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (and even more global warming)
is that the oceans absorb a significant
amount of carbon dioxide. Some of the
gas has been converted to calcium carbonate by astronomical numbers of
tiny calcifying organisms, whose skeletons sink to the bottom of the oceans,
eventually becoming limestone. Ocean
acidification will weaken this helpful
process of sequestering carbon as calcium carbonate, and diminish both the
amount of oxygen those organisms
generate and their contribution to marine food chains.
As carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere increase further, so will

ocean acidity. With time the acidity
will spread from surface waters deeper
into the oceans. With current trends,
the oceans will double in acidity from
pre-industrial levels by the end of the
century. The portions of the oceans supersaturated with calcium carbonate
(‘‘shell friendly’’ in the scientist Scott
Doney’s words) will shrink; in the rest,
living organisms will be vulnerable to
having their shells literally dissolve.
That will affect their survival. Change
will ripple through marine ecosystems.
So what can we do beyond fretting
about the impacts and implications? In
the acid rain era, one attempt to address the symptoms rather than the

cause was to add limestone to lakes.
Oceans are simply too big for such an
approach and, in any case, much of the
limestone is already in the oceans.
The only answer really is to stabilize
greenhouse gas levels as rapidly as possible. The oceans are, after all, where
life began, and they are telling us
something hugely important. Were an
annual physical to reveal analogous
changes in human body chemistry, it
would be cause for emergency action.
Thomas E. Lovejoy is president of the
Heinz Center for Science, Economics
and the Environment and co-editor of
two books on climate change and the
natural world.

UN report By Peter Sutherland
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Migration is not a one-way street

LONDON
ou might think, seeing the headlines these
days, that migration is some kind of scourge.
The talk is of walls and navies to keep immigrants out. It is enough to make you forget
that the nurse who tends your mother hails from
Ghana, that the cook who prepares your dinner is
from China — and that the inventor of your favorite
search engine was once a 7-year-old refugee fleeing a
totalitarian state.
In this pitched climate, a United Nations report on
international migration and development issued this
week should help bring the debate to a more even
keel. The study explores how migration is helping
countries expand their economies, meet shortages of
workers and lift themselves from poverty.
The report makes the critical point that while immigration is as natural and old as mankind, it is entering a new, more fluid era — an era of mobility.
Globalization and technology are fundamentally reshaping the experience of being a migrant.
No longer is migration a one-way ticket to geographic and cultural isolation. Today, immigrants are able to
contribute not only to their new countries, as they have
always done, but can more easily help their native ones
as well. The vast flows of remittances — which last
year exceeded $230 billion and now dwarf international aid — are only the most tangible expression of this.
Immigrants are also using their skills and savings
to help their native countries grow, even when they
remain abroad. Take, for example, the Nigerian doctor who teaches medical school classes in Lagos via
video conference from London. Or consider the many
scientists who returned home from abroad and are
now leaders in South Korea’s innovation economy.

And can it be any surprise that countries once asSecretary General Kofi Annan, in the UN report,
sociated with emigration — like my own, Ireland — makes the case for the creation of a consultative, govnow have thriving economies and are themselves ernment-run forum on global migration. It would ofmagnets for migrants?
fer governments a venue in which to discuss issues reThe UN report acknowledges the many negative lated to international migration and development in a
consequences of migration — political, economic systematic, comprehensive way.
and social. But it is written in a spirit of investigation,
Such a forum would give governments timely exaiming to offer governments ideas for what they can posure to promising policy ideas, as analyzed by the
do to make international migration
most relevant, qualified bodies
work better.
from both inside and outside the
I have the privilege of serving as
United Nations system.
The
passions
migration
the UN Secretary General’s special
Such a forum would allow govrepresentative for migration. Since stirs have sent too many ernments to establish a common
January, I have met with governunderstanding — based on the best
ments around the world to underthoughtful people into evidence — about the areas of miscore how migration can help them
gration policymaking that have the
defensive poses.
meet their development goals.
greatest potential to contribute to
Perhaps what has surprised me
development.
most is that contrary to what one
In addition, a forum would also
sees on the news, nearly every leader I speak with un- offer an opportunity for governments to engage with
derstands that migration can be good for their coun- stakeholders who have valuable knowledge and extry. And they are eager to learn from me what others perience — including nongovernmental organizaare doing to manage migration more intelligently.
tions, experts, migrant organizations and others.
I do not have all the answers — far from it. Nobody
The passions migration stirs, and the perils it
does. But the thirst for knowledge that governments presents for politicians, have sent too many thoughtful
are showing underscores the need to begin pooling people into defensive poses. We need to change this.
our experiences about what works best when it
Migration is the mother of progress and invention.
comes to international migration and development.
The will and courage it requires to leave behind famIn September, migration will be discussed for the ily and country are the same traits that have driven enfirst time at a high-level meeting of the UN General trepreneurs and innovators throughout history. Our
Assembly. This should mark the beginning of a sus- world today is shaped by the industry of immigrants.
tained effort to bring governments together in a colPeter Sutherland, chairman of BP, is the special replegial, nonthreatening environment, where they can
gain exposure to the most promising policy ideas re- resentative of the UN Secretary General for international migration and development.
lated to migration.
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Thailand’s skillful modern monarch

Canada’s Qaeda franchise?

A meeting of like minds

LONDON: In the prevailing uncertainty Thais have
reason to be grateful for the stabilizing influence of
King Bhumibol Adulyadej who, for 60 years, has
been their constant point of reference. Thais like to
compare this self-effacing man, a
punctiliously constitutional monarch,
THE
to “the comforting shade of a big
TIMES
tree.” At 78, the king may appear to
embody serenity, but serenity did not come easily.
He has had to weather a serious Communist
insurgency, 17 military coups and, even after
civilian rule became established, the depredations
of corrupt politicians and, in recent years, a severe
financial crisis. His public interventions have been
few, and delicate. Yet they have also been decisive
for Thai democracy. Tradition may underpin the
deference in which he is held, but his skills have
been those of a thoroughly modern constitutional
mona rch.

MCLEAN, Virginia: Canada’s thwarted brush with
terrorism recalls the London and Madrid bombings.
Both were examples of terrorism inspired by Al
Qaeda. To tally up the attacks in the name of radical
Islam is to draw an alarming picture
that has been obscured by a misguided
USA
war in Iraq, which wasn’t an Al Qaeda
TODAY
hotbed until after the U.S. invasion.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said there was
no indication that the arrested Canadians were
intending any attacks in America. That should
provide little comfort, particularly considering that
the U.S.-Canada border is far more open than the
much-discussed U.S.-Mexico boundary. The Iraq
war has squandered much of the cooperation and
goodwill needed to defeat the 9/11 enemy. The
Canada arrests provide an opportunity to refocus
international attention on the war on Islamic
extremism.

DUBAI: Prime Minister Tony Blair of Britain has
never sought to disguise the fact that religion plays
an important part in his political life. Faith to him is
a guiding light rather than a prop. His audience with
Pope Benedict XVI, the first face-toface meeting between the two men
GULF
since the pontiff ’s election last year,
NEWS
was more than just a courtesy call.
The two leaders talked about the importance of
empathy between faiths. Iran, China and poverty in
Africa were also discussed, but the significance of
establishing dialogue between Christianity and
Islam is of prime importance to both men. It is
ironic that in an age where communication has
never been easier, areas of misunderstanding and
mistrust still remain. They both realise that Islam
will play an increasingly constructive role in the
continent as Europe and Turkey forge an ever closer
relationship.

